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About Us

Established in 2002, EZserver was founded with the main goal of providing the tools missing in
the traditional website hosting marketplace. EZserver.biz has the tools we had always been
looking for as customers of website hosting companies.

EZserver.biz has its data centers located at the worlds most connected building, One Wilshire,
located in Los Angeles California.
The center of Pacific Rim telecommunications connectivity, the One Wilshire Building is located
in the center of a developing “telecommunications district” of Southern California. With virtually
all of the surrounding buildings connected to One Wilshire via underground street conduits, the
building provides a nexus of international fiber networks converging the Pacific Bell tandom
switching with undersea cable networks and transcontinental transmission resources.

Our goal is to get customer traffic to end-users as quickly as possible. We do this through a
delicate balance of multiple Tier-1 backbone providers along with public and private peering and
a private nationwide backbone network. By interconnecting with consumer networks (DSL
providers, cable companies, etc.) and regional telecom carriers (ILECs, international networks,
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etc.) we provide rapid transit for high-priority traffic. Traditional models have included
multihoming to multiple Tier-1 providers. While this provides multiple outbound routes to choose
from, we take this concept further by interconnecting directly with end-user ISP networks,
eliminating the need for these less-efficient routes.
EZserver uses a cPanel control panel interface. cPanel is a next generation web hosting control
panel system. It is extremely rich in features and has an easy to use web based interface (GUI).
cPanel allows customers to control everything from adding/removing email accounts or CGI
scripts to administering MySQL databases. Take a look at our online tutorials to see what the
best control panel on the market can offer you.
We strive to offer the best tools available to our customers at the lowest possible prices. You
can feel confident trusting your website to EZserver.biz and using the website services we
provide because we use them too. All of our hosting plans come with an unconditional 30 day
money back guarantee. This gives you time to make sure we meet your expectations.

To use our website management tools the minimum you will require is an internet connection
and an up to date web browser.
If you have any further questions about EZserver.biz, our Customer Service, Sales or Support
please contact us via email at CustCare@EZserver.biz
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